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A  legacy in urban development

Building on its rich legacy in urban  
development and resilience,
The Rockefeller Foundation created  
100 Resilient Cities in 2013 to catalyze  
a global urban resilience movement.

Our mission
100 Resilient Cities is charged with helping  
cities around the globe better manage  
chronic stresses and acute shocks so that  
people in those cities, especially the poor  
and vulnerable, are safer, healthier, and  
have increased livelihood options.



CITIES



63% of US population



¾ of global GDP



¾ of global GDP
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Flooding in New Orleans, Louisiana
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Yiwu, China produces 60% of the world’s Christmas decorations and accessories
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Spraying transmission zones in Miami-Dade County, Florida to  f ight against mosquitoes carrying the Zika virus



Downtown skyline in 2005



Downtown skyline in 2018*
*Includes approved towers that are as yet unbuilt.
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Average Individual Income,
City of Toronto, 2015

Source: neighbourhoodchange.org
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Average Net Wealth (Whites),  
City of Boston, 2015

Source: The Color of Wealth in Boston, Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, Duke University, and the New School

Average Net Wealth (US-Born Blacks),  
City of Boston, 2015



The time to build  
RESILIENCE

is now



Urban Resilience

is the capacity of individuals,  
communities, institutions, businesses,  
and systems within a city to survive,  
adapt, and grow no matter what kinds  
of chronic stresses and acute shocks 
they experience.



What is an acute shock? What  is a chronic stress?

Earthquake  
Wildfires  
Flooding  
Sandstorms  
Extreme cold
Hazardous materials accident  
Severe storms and extreme rainfall  
Terrorism
Disease outbreak  
Riot/civil unrest
Infrastructure or building failure  
Heat wave

Water Scarcity
Lack of affordable housing  
Poor air quality
High unemployment
Homelessness
Structural racism  
Changing demographics  
Lack of social cohesion  
Poverty/inequity
Aging Infrastructure
Shifting macroeconomic trends  
Crime & violence



Tenants of  Resil ient  
Leadership & Systems



Reflective
Using past experience to   
inform future decision

Resourceful
Recognizing alternative  
ways to use resources

Inclusive
Prioritize broad  

consultation to create a  
sense of shared  

ownership in decision-
making

Integrated
Bring together a range  
of distinct systems and  

institutions

Robust
Well-conceived,

constructed, and
managed systems

Redundant
Spare capacity  

purposively created to  
accommodate  

disruption

Flexible
Willingness, ability to  

adopt alternative  
strategies in response to  
changing circumstances
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City Reslience  
Framework  
12 drivers that  
determine the  
city’s ability to

withstand  
a wide range
of shocks and  

stresses.



Health & Wellbeing
The health and wellbeing of  
everyone living and working  

in the city.

Meets basic needs

Supports livelihood &  
employment

Ensures public health  
services



Economy & Society
The social and financial  

organizations that enable  
urban populations to live  

peacefully, and act  
collectively.

Promotes cohesive  
& engaged economies

Ensures social  
stability, security &  

justice
Fosters economic  

prosperity



Infrastructure &  
Environment

The way in which manmade and  
natural infrastructure provides  
critical services, protects, and  

connects urban citizens.

Provides & enhances  
natural & manmade assets

Ensures continuity of  
critical services

Provides reliable  
communications &  

mobil i ty



Leadership & Strategy
Effective leadership, empowered  

stakeholders, and integrated  
planning.

Provides leadership &  
effect ive management

Empowers a broad  
range of stakeholders

Fosters long- term  
& integrated planning
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Source: Agents of Good



100RC partners wi th cities  
around the world to help them  
become more resilient to  the  
social, economic and physical  
challenges that are a growing  

part of  the 21stcentury.
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CHIEF RESILIENCE
OFFICER

GLOBAL  
NETW ORK

RESILIENCE  
STRATEGY

GLOBAL  
PARTNERSHIPS

Urban  
Transformation

Partnering with cities for a better  
today and a stronger tomorrow
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100RC by the Numbers
Globally

6 47 21
continents countries languages

40 ,000  - 21,000,000
population range

84
Chief Resilience  
Officers

46
Resilience Strategies

$1.7 billion+
raised to implement
resilience projects

U.S. & Canada

801
concrete, actionable
initiatives

1061
community groups
engaged

$450 million+
catalyzed in non-city
investment
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Community  
animators
in communities  
across the City

Toolkit
designed in  

collaboration with  
community animators

Stories
What can we learn from  

how City Residents  
experience resilience?

Survey
Resilience  

Challenges/Open  
Foresight

Libraries
Resilience displays &

other activities in 30
libraries across the city

Pop-ups
Consultations where  

people already gather

Mapping
Understanding a City’s  
resilience landscape

Telephone  
town hall

Radio-show style event  
to drive participation

Micro-Grants
$500 micro-grants to  
film a resilient story

Ideation
What events in City’s  

past shaped its  
resilience story?



Implementation
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• Addressing the gap in economic  
opportunity along racial lines, an  
Economic Mobility Lab will work across  
City departments and agencies to  
promote economic security for all  
Bostonians.

Economic Mobil ity Lab
Boston, MA
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Southeast Florida 
Resilience Accelerator





ULI Technical 
Assistant Panel
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Building Resilient Cities
10th Annual Southeast Florida Regional 
Climate Leadership SummitOtis Rolley – 100 RC 

Managing Director, NorthAmerica
October 25, 2018

Twitter: @OtisRolley  
Email: orolley@100rc.org

mailto:orolley@100rc.org
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